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Geospatial Engineering Briefing Sheet: 

Using Cloud Based Storage Services 

ICE’s Geospatial Engineering Panel has published a series of reports concerned 

with various subjects such as “A civil engineers guide to GPS and GNSS” and many 

others.  Designed to be both informative and contemporary, the reports are updated 

regularly and are intended to provide accurate information to a varied audience.  

This paper considers the use of cloud storage services and how to ensure that the 

data remains secure and available.  This is one of two briefing papers to be issued 

concerning cloud services; the other considers the use of cloud based applications 

[Ref 1]. 

Introduction 

Cloud computing has become a ubiquitous term for holding data or accessing applications 

over the internet.  Services primarily targeted at the personal storage market such as iCloud 

from Apple, Dropbox, Google Cloud Storage, Rackspace have made the “cloud” an 

everyday experience for many and these services can also be used in the corporate world.  

In addition, companies such as IBM, Amazon, and HP offer cloud storage services targeted 

at the corporate market, whilst some vendors such as Business Collaborator, 4Projects, and 

Conject offer a collaboration environment and not just storage space.  These latter examples 

and other similar services are best considered as applications and assessed as such, as 

described in the companion briefing paper [Ref 1].1   

The term “cloud” is used to describe the provision of a number of different things ranging 

from data storage space, computing power, through to full blown business applications.  In 

many respects cloud is becoming the norm for new IT environments and expanding existing 

ones. This briefing paper considers the use of cloud data storage services, primarily in the 

context of geospatial applications.  

Cloud data storage is defined as:- 

Cloud data storage is a method of data storage where the digital data is stored in 

physical storage environments owned and managed by a hosting company that 

provides the storage as a service to its customers.  The customers do not need to be 

aware of the physical construction of the storage.  The cloud storage providers are 

responsible for keeping the data available and accessible, and the physical 

environment protected and running. Customers buy or lease storage capacity from 

the providers to store their data. 

The key consideration with moving to cloud storage is that you will be purchasing a service 

rather than setting up your own infrastructure. You need to ensure that you get the service 

you require rather than understanding how it is delivered.  This means that your focus needs 

                                                

1
 The services listed are intended as examples.  No indication of the ability ofany of the services to 

meet any particular requirement is intended.  Other similar services are available. 
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to be on what the services needs to be and ensuring that it is delivered through contract 

definition, performance testing and monitoring. This is fundamentally different from the 

traditional set up where you have control of the IT system, its purchase, design and 

implementation.  For the simplest services this means reading and understanding the terms 

and conditions, not just accepting them on the computer screen and continuing. 

The requirements of the storage service will vary within an organisation depending on the 

type of data and there is unlikely to be a one size fits all solution. For example an 

organisation could decide to maintain all its confidential HR data within its own IT 

environment, but to hold its less sensitive operational data within the cloud.  Similarly, an 

organisation could elect to store its project data on the cloud, with the exception of projects 

which are deemed to have a security or defence component that it might store in house.  

The volumes of digital data to be stored are growing exponentially.  Geospatial applications 

will constitute a big part of this, with tools and initiatives such as Smart Cities and Smart 

Infrastructure having potential to create large amounts of automatically captured data.  This 

growth in data is already beginning to happen with automated surveys, laser-scan point-

cloud surveys, and real time capture of ground and infrastructure movements being prime 

examples. Some vendors of these services are now offering cloud storage as part of the 

overall application package and removing the need for users of the software to have large 

storage arrays, e.g. Faro’s SCENE Webshare service [Ref 2]. Cloud storage is unlimited as 

far as the user is concerned. Using cloud services allows additional storage space to be 

acquired to meet demands and, conversely, removed to cope with potential fluctuations.   

 

Why Consider Cloud Storage 

Cloud storage can have many advantages to an organisation, both big and small:- 

 Speed of set up; It is likely to be much faster to acquire a cloud based data storage 

service rather than to build your own data storage, especially where large volumes of 

data are concerned or additional facilities, such as resilience or disaster recovery, are 

deemed necessary. You are purchasing a service, so the time taken for set up is 

largely governed by purchasing processes rather than the need to procure hardware, 

configure it and to train staff etc. There may however be some need to locally open 

firewalls, to configure drive letters or to improve networks etc.  

 Avoidance of capital investment; Cloud data storage will be charged in the form of 

a subscription, Gigabytes of data per day/week etc.  As such, it may be possible to 

account for the costs as an operational expense rather than as a capital charge.  This 

may also help with cash flow.  Work concerned with the initial set up could be 

regarded as a capital cost. 

 No need for detailed technical knowledge; The construction and running of data 

storage, especially large facilities, can be complex and need staff with specialist 

knowledge.  By purchasing a cloud service the purchaser can avoid the costs 

associated with employing, training or upskilling staff. 

 Cost saving; Overall a cost saving may be expected in purchasing a cloud data 

storage service.  This may arise partly from the fact that the service will be charged 

on the basis of either the amount of data stored or the storage space contracted. This 
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can be tailored to exact short term requirements with the storage space being flexed 

up or down as required. In addition, the service provider will be leveraging much of 

the service, hence common components will be used across multiple clients. It is 

likely that data for multiple clients will exist on one set of hardware. You may even 

avoid the need to obtain new premises to accommodate in house storage. Potential 

users need to establish their own benefit model which may include allowances for the 

other benefits listed here,  

 Enabler for Collaboration; Storing data within the cloud, external to one’s own IT 

environment, can allow easier sharing of data without the need to provide third 

parties access to your IT environment (see Fig 1).  It could allow access to the same 

data from an office, for homeworkers, from a construction site or from a partner’s 

office; indeed anywhere with an internet connection with suitable bandwidth. 
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Figure 1 Conceptual Cloud Storage Usage 

 

Requirements to be Considered 

The following requirements should be considered when acquiring your cloud storage service. 

If they are not considered then the service adopted could fail to make the data available as 

required or could make the data vulnerable to theft, corruption or misuse.  Some of these 

considerations may be considered to be disadvantages or shortcomings, but provided they 

are considered and appropriate action taken they should not stop the use of cloud in many 

circumstances. A simple way of addressing this is to use a risk management approach as 

set out in ISO 31000 [Ref 3]. 

 Availability; Do you require access to the data 24 hours a day or perhaps a lower 

level of service would suffice?  In practice most service providers will offer 24/7 
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service, but there could be downtime for backups or maintenance activities.  The 

requirements need to be defined and the service providers offering established. 

  Speed of access; How quickly do you require to access the data?  This will be 

particular important if you require to download a large amount of data, a complete 

BIM model say.  However, note that access speeds may be constrained by factors 

other than the supplier’s service. 

  Disaster recovery; Do you require this?  How long can you accept the data not 

being available should a disaster occur at the service provider’s data centre?  How 

often do you want the supplier to demonstrate his capability in this respect?  The 

supplier is likely to want paying for this test and also there will be direct costs to the 

customer. Amazon, for example offer two cloud storage services, one with disaster 

recovery and one without. [Ref 4].  Potential users need to define their requirements. 

  Data confidentiality; Is the data sensitive and should extra precautions be taken to 

protect the data from inadvertent or malicious corruption or theft?  The first two could 

be overcome by requesting frequent backups, the latter through access controls. Is 

data encryption required to ensure confidentiality especially as the data passes over 

the internet (this would be the customer’s responsibility)?   

 User Access; You will need to decide which users can access the data and whether 

they are able to write, read or change it. How will you control who has access and 

what will be the procedures for authorising access? Is password protection all that is 

required and is any special password management required? You must ensure that 

any legal requirements are met. In your own company environment there is likely to 

be sophisticated security tools, for example Microsoft Active Directory, and possible 

some additional tools such as Microsoft FIM, These will not be available to help with 

the cloud storage. The cloud storage should be considered to be part of a company’s 

IT infrastructure and as such should adopt the same security standards e.g. BS 

27001 [Ref 5] or PAS 1192:5 [Ref 6].  

 Location; Given the sensitivity of the data do you have any constraints on where the 

data may be held and who else may be using the same infrastructure.  In some 

jurisdictions the ability to encrypt the data may be restricted or governments may 

demand details of encryption keys. In addition, some restrictions can be imposed on 

the use of the data and organisations could find themselves with overseas tax 

liabilities, especially if work is also carried out overseas.  

  Resilience requirements; Do you have any requirements for special resilience of 

the storage system?  For example, in the event of hardware failure how long can a 

down time last and be acceptable.  This should be part of the service provider’s 

service agreement. 

Buyers should seek to determine all the critical service points including those above and 

ensure they are backed up in a service level agreement.  

Sophisticated cloud storage service providers will provide detailed SLAs and real-time 

metrics of uptime, etc. Don't just look at the infrastructure issues but also undertake due 

diligence on the service provider - as well as network stability and reliability, you should be 

looking for service providers with reliable management and stable finances. 
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Other Considerations 

Long Term Data Availability 

Once cloud services have been established an organisation’s data will be located on the 

service provider’s infrastructure.  Potential purchasers should consider what could happen if 

the storage contract is terminated, either at a natural conclusion or through early termination.  

In both cases the parties should agree before the storage contract is awarded how this will 

be tackled and the responsibilities of both parties. Failure to do this could mean that the data 

become inaccessible for a time. 

More complex is allowing for something unexpected happening to the service provider.  It 

may be prudent to ensure routine backups are taken and held by a separate party.  

Network Requirements 

Once data is placed within cloud storage, there becomes a higher reliance on the computer 

network to access this data.  Except in special cases, there will be a reliance placed on the 

internet both in terms of speed and availability and also on the connections to the internet.  

Those aspects which relate to the internet cannot be solved other than by purchasing 

dedicated network circuits as the provider of a cloud service will be unwilling to commit to 

SLAs beyond the infrastructure for which he has control.  

Purchasers of cloud services may need to consider how to mitigate this risk through 

purchase of dedicated network circuits. However the connections to the internet at both the 

purchasers and the service provider’s end could be made larger and robust.   Figure 1 

shows how one organisation with high performance and critical resilience requirements 

made its networks suitable for using cloud storage. 

Initial Set Up 

If you are placing large volumes of data into the cloud as an initial implementation then this 

may take time.  It may not be possible to load large quantities of data over the computer 

network in a sensible time or without adversely impacting the use of the system.  If practical 

do not forget the large bandwidth that can be achieved by physically moving disk drives 

about. 

 

Conclusions 

Cloud storage is likely to have a part to play in most organisations IT Strategy.  However this 

must only be done with full consideration of the requirements and the status of the data 

together with appropriate risk mitigation actions. 
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